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Previous review of BCA literature



Guiding principles for BCA design
• Effective in reducing global GHG emissions and 

in achieving intended national goals
– Limit emissions leakage
– Spur demand for low-carbon goods

• Full carbon cost internalization along value chain 

– Reduce the carbon content of imports
– Enable greater climate ambition 

• Transparent, and coherent with internationally 
agreed principles
– multilateral system of trade
– multilateral climate change regime and 



WTO Obligations

• Principles of non-discrimination (Article III) and 
most-favored nation clause (Article I)
– prohibit discrimination among like goods on the basis 

of their country of origin
– Enabling clause allows some discrimination in favor 

of LDCs if main aim to aid development 



WTO Exceptions

• General exceptions (Article XX)
– allows otherwise-illegal measures if genuinely aimed 

at protecting the environment 
– * Does not apply to subsidies *

• Problem for export rebates
– Chapeau requires that means meet the desired ends 

and not aimed at protecting domestic producers
• Motivation must be to combat leakage, not protect 

competitiveness



Common but Differentiated 
Responsibilities (CBDR)

• UNFCCC, Article 3: 
– “parties should protect the climate system for the 

benefit of future and present generations of human 
kind on the basis of equity and in accordance with 
their common but differentiated responsibility and 
respective capabilities.” 

• Goes to motive:
– Potential conflict with BCA if aims to bring about 

equivalent national policies or unfairly burdens LDCs
• N.B.: UNFCCC confers no legal rights on the practices of 

individual producers 



Decisions for implementing 
CBAM

• Sectoral coverage
• Default emissions intensities
• Price & compliance 

mechanism
• Credits & Exemptions
• Exports
• Continued free allocation
• Use of revenue
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Policies eligible for adjustment

• Emissions pricing policy!
– With high enough prices to induce leakage

• Two components of cost increases:
– Direct abatement costs

• Nonmarket regulations have this too; hard to measure

– Embodied emissions 
costs
• Only emissions 

pricing has this
• This is what is 

being adjusted
• Net of free allocation 0 a

MAC

Emissions, eAbatement, a

Carbon
Price, t

ü EU ETS, 
accounting 

for free 
allocation



Products eligible for adjustment

• Issues to balance
– Leakage avoided
– Risks of unfair application 
– Administrative costs

• Two criteria, used simultaneously:
– High costs of climate regulations 

(high GHG intensity of production or value added)
– Inability to pass through costs of regulations 

(trade sensitivity. Proxy: trade intensity)

ü EU already has carbon leakage list



https://carbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/CMW-Carbon-leakage-myth-buster-WEB-single-final.pdf

Identifying EITE sectors



Products eligible for adjustment: 
recommendations

• Restrict application to certain commodities 
(EITE: steel, aluminum, cement, some chemicals..)
– Comprehensive BCA shifts more welfare from 

developing countries than lowers costs 
• Boehringer, Carbone and Rutherford (2013)

– Extent of downstream diversion under-researched

• EU: “The proposed CBAM should apply to any 
import embedding basic materials covered by the EU 
ETS all industrial sectors 
covered by the EU ETS”



Scope of emissions
• Scope 1 emissions: all direct emissions
• Scope 2 emissions: energy-related indirect emissions

– those arising from purchased electricity, steam or heat

• Scope 3 emissions: all indirect emissions not in scope 2
– Not recommended: too complicated and minimal leakage
– EU proposal includes indirect emissions from basic material inputs



Embodied emissions benchmarks
• Benchmarks must be product-specific, but how specific?

• Single default?
– May over/under-estimate true carbon but avoids reshuffling
– May better respect WTO nondiscrimination

• Country-specific?
– May have data, at least for indirect emissions, but WTO issues 

• Process- or firm-specific?
– Best CO2 estimate, administratively onerous, no WTO problems
– Problematic for rebates, since subsidizes larger emitters
– Most reshuffling incentive



Embodied emissions benchmarks: 
our 2019 recommendations

• Benchmarks should be product-specific, and also where 
appropriate specific to different production processes
– Scope 1: e.g., conventional emissions intensity in 

importing country
• Less variance across countries 

– Scope 2: e.g., average emissions intensity in the exporting 
country
• More variance and better data availability

• Producers should be given the option to provide verified 
firm-level data on emission intensity

• Financial and technical assistance in accounting, 
reporting and verification, to assist foreign covered 
exporters in submitting verified individual data.

ü material-
specific default

ü ?

ü

?



Credits against adjustment:
foreign and domestic policy measures

• Any free allocation afforded domestic producers
• Carbon prices paid in exporting country

– Taking into account foreign free allocation
• No adjustment for non-price-based policies

– Can’t measure well
– BCAs adjust for payments on remaining embodied 

carbon, not abatement costs
– If foreign non-price policies result in lower carbon 

emission rates, can be reflected in the embodied 
carbon calculations (not the price imposed)

ü

ü Importers 
can justify

ü



Country-Based Exemptions

• Issues: administrative burden, leakage extent, 
leverage, CBDR compatibility

• Justifiable exemptions for countries with 
– An effective national emissions cap

• without price-control mechanisms

– Taking “adequate” national actions other than caps 
• defined to achieve coherence with CBDR and trade law

– With a sectoral cap, or by some equivalent measures 
such as export taxes

– LDCs and LICs if it could be assured that this would be 
carved out by the WTO’s Enabling Clause;

• All need trans-shipment provisions

ü Foresees 
bilateral 

agreements

ü



Export Rebates

• For full destination-based carbon pricing
• WTO issues

– May be permissible in conjunction with carbon tax 
– Likely viewed as illegal subsidies if used with ETS

• No Article XX exceptions

• Rebates difficult to reconcile with exemptions
• Proposal: phase out free allocation and add export 

rebates based on 10% performance benchmark
• Economics modeling finds import adjustments 

responsible for most reductions in leakage



Global cost savings from antileakage 
measures and global costs



Use of Revenues
• Earmarking revenues can help respect CBDR:

– Refund to exporting country (directly or via clean fund)
– Contribute to internationally administered adaptation fund
– Disbursed by collecting government in ways that help 

developing countries cope with climate change

• Any of these probably helps with WTO compatibility
– helps demonstrate environmental motivation

• Could also allow exporting country to collect the 
equivalent revenue itself (e.g. with an export tax)

• Estimates €5-14 billion/year in revenues added to EU 
budget



Changes in Burdens:
Use of BCA Revenues

Annex-I Coalition Non-Coalition

Auctioned
cap alone

BCA (importer 
keeps revenues)

BCA (exporter 
keeps revenues)



Governance Structures
• Coordinate with trade partners in advance

– notification, meaningful opportunity to comment, adequate lead time, 
official contact point established

• Transparency and adherence to international norms 
– Methodologies public, predictable
– Data reporting follows international norms
– Appellate procedure

• Regular review
– Calculations, parameters
– Assessment against stated objectives
– Explicit sunset provisions

• BCA more likely to be accepted and less likely to be abused if 
some agreement (at least informal) on international norms



US initial response to EU CBAM

“I think it is 
something that’s 
more of a last resort, 
when you’ve 
exhausted the 
possibilities of 
getting emission 
reductions and 
joining in some kind 
of compact by which 
everybody is bearing 
the burden.” 

https://www.ft.com/content/3d00d3c8-202d-4765-b0ae-e2b212bbca98



Climate in new US Trade Policy
• “The Biden Administration will work 

with allies and partners that are 
committed to fighting climate change.

• This will include exploring and 
developing market and regulatory 
approaches to address greenhouse gas 
emissions in the global trading system. 

• As appropriate, and consistent with 
domestic approaches to reduce U.S. 
greenhouse gas emissions, this 
includes consideration of carbon 
border adjustments. 

• Additionally, the Biden Administration 
will … act against trading partners 
that fail to meet their environmental 
obligations under existing trade 
agreements.”







Conclusion

• BCA will be challenged but likely upheld in WTO
– If designed well

• Open questions for research
– Benefits of benchmark differentiation vs. reshuffling
– Extent of diversion of leakage downstream

• Value of adjusting embedded material inputs
– How to deal with different BCA regimes across trade 

partners
– Role in climate negotiations

• Literature shows value of  “climate clubs”, but actual 
diplomacy may differ 
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• BCA is 
effective in 
reducing 
leakage (by 
38% on avg.)

• New trade 
theory 
suggests 
higher leakage 
rates

Leakage rates before and after BCA
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Options for addressing competitiveness
• Expand carbon pricing globally

– Trade partners also have incentives then
• G20 proposal of global minimum carbon price 
• Sectoral agreements

– Can’t be done unilaterally
• Exempting susceptible sectors

– Lose all incentives and abatement opportunities in those sectors
– Doesn’t address costs from indirect emissions

• Output-based rebating / “benchmarking” 
– Retain carbon price incentive to reduce emissions intensity, but not 

all embodied carbon costs are passed on to consumers
– With deep reduction targets, few allowances remain to allocate

• Border carbon adjustment

“IMF Chief Urges G20 to Adopt Carbon 
Price Floor to Reach Climate Goals”. 
April 22, 2021
REUTERS/Mike Theiler/File Photo



Behind-the-border adjustment
• Use free allocation to deal with competitiveness-

related leakage
– Output-based rebating to support production

• Price embodied carbon in all EITE products 
consumed domestically (Neuhoff et al. 2016)
– Levy consumption tax equal to rebate
– Improves incentives for consumers and levels the 

playing field for cleaner substitute products
– No discrimination

• As benchmarks get smaller, may need to phase 
toward BCA to address asymmetries in ambition


